Introduction
We describe the current status and organization of a French Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (Ff AG), developped over the last 10 years at TALaNa (Abeillt! 91, Candito 99). The new version grammar is generated semi-automatically, independently of any corpus or application domain .. It is intended to m.odel. speaker competence, ~nd can be used both .for parsing and generat10n. As far as parsmg is concemed, we descnbe a general processmg module which can rank the different parses produced based on linguistic infonnation present in FfAG.
General linguistic choices
Most of our linguistic analyses follow those of Abeille 91 (except that clitic arguments are substituted and not adjoined), complemented by Candito 99. We dispense with most empty categories, especially in the case of extraction.l Semantically void (or non autonomous) elements, such . as complementizers, argument marking prepositions or idiom chunks, are coanchors in the elementary tree of their governing predicates.
A minimal tagset
We depart frorn traditional part of speech wherever the modern linguistic analyses have better to propose, especially in the generative tradition. We thus distinguish a special category for Clitics (weak pronouns) following Kayne 75, and for Complementizers. We collapse proper names, common nouns and pronouns into one category N, with features. We do not have a tag for subordinating conjunctions which are either Prepositions (followed by a complementizer: pendant que (during)) or (füll) Cornplementizers (si (if) , comme (as)."). Sentential structures are 'flat' (no internal VP). We thus have the following tagset. Lexical categories: D (determiners), N (nouns, names, pronouns), V (verb), Cl {cJitic pronoun), Prep (preposition), A (adjective), Adv (adverb), Conj (Coordinating conjunction), C (complementizer, subordinating conjunction), Non lexical categories: SP (prepositional phrase), S (sentence). A and N are also used for nominal or adjectival phrases.
2 A rieb set or grammatical functions
Tree sketches of the French TAG are compiled out of the French metagrammar (Candito 99) , which expresses subcategorization in tenns of grammatical fönctions. The functions used in the French MGfor verbs are the following: ~ubject, object, dat-object, obl-object, gen-objet, locative, source-locative, manner, goalmfinitive, perception-infinitive, interrogative clause, "predicative complement" All these functions can be both initial functions and final functions. An additional funciion "agt· object" is used as final function only, and is beared by a by-phrase in the case of passive. We use several "complement" functions for complements of adjectives, prepositions, nouns, adverbs. And these categories may bear the function "modifier" with respect to the element they modify.
3. A parsimonious use of reatures
Most of the syntactic properties handled by feature structures in unification based linguistic theories (LFG or HPSG) are directly captured by the topoJogy of the elementary trees in LT AG.
No use has tobe made ofvalence or slash features to ensure subcategorization requirements or filler-gap relations. No feature passing principles, besides unification, are needed either. We only rely on atomic valued features (which guarantees against any cyclic structure). We distinguish between: _ Morphological features, which are used in the morphological lexicon, in the syntactic lexicon when an argument is constrained for them (eg trouver has only indicative sentential complement) and for agreement in the elementazy tree sketches, -Syntactic features, used in the syntactic lexicon (for a verb to disallow passive for example)
andin the tree sketches (to distinguish betwen trees in the same family orto further constrain tree combinations), -Semantic features : tbese are gross classifications used for argurnents (human, locative etc) which should be further refined. We are currently using about 40 features as follows: morphological features: <det>, <card>, <case>, <el>, <mode>, <num>, <ord>, <pers>, <P-num>, <P-pers>, <tense>. syntactic features : <anl> , <ant-s>, <ant-v>, <aux>, <cq>, <det>, <extrap>, <gen>, <inv>, <modif>, <neg>, <norn>, <passive>, <part-num>, <part-gen>. <pred>, <princ>, <pro>, <quant>, <sanl>, <san2>, <suj-gen>, <suj-pers>, <suj-num>, <sym>, <tense>, <wh>. semantic features: <conc>, <degre>, <hurn>, <loc>, <man>.
2.
The Interna! organization of FTAG -a set oftree sketches ("pre-lexicalized" structures, whose anchor is not instantiated) -a syntactic lexicon, where each lexeme is associated with the relevant tree sketches -a morphological lexicon, where inflected forms point to a lemma plus morphological features Lexical selection of tree sketches is controlled by features frorn the syntactic and morphological lexicons, and uses the notion of tree families : sets of tree sketches that share the same initial argumental structure. The tree sketches of a family show all the possible surface realiz.ation of the arguments (pronominal clitic realiz.ation, extraction, inversion ... ) and all the possible transitivity alternations (irnpersonal, passive, middle .. ). A lexeme selects one or several families (corresponding to one or several initial subcat frames) and with the help of features selects exactly the relevant tree sketches : The features may rule out some tree sketches of the selected farnily, either because of morphological clash (eg. the passive trees are only selected by past participles) or because of "idiosyncrasies" (eg. the French transitive verb peser -to weigh-disallows passive). Figure 1 shows an elementary tree anchored by parlair (talked) and the corresponding tree sketch. The inflected form parla1t pomts to the lemma PARLER, and the lexeme /PARLER/, that comprise the single lemma PARLER, selects in turn the nOVanl family, where the preposition appears as a co-anchor (except in the case the argument 1 is cliticised).
2 The lexicons
Contrary to the English LT AG which reuses existing dictionaries (Collins 1979 for the morphological database, Oxford English Dictionary and CO~EX for the S)'.nt~tic database), our French lexicons had to be done by us. They currenily compnse the followmg items: Mor:phological lexicons: over 50 000 (inflected) forms: 45800 for verbs, 3500 for nouns and pronouns, 950 for adjectives and 50 for detenniners. Syntactic lexicons : over 6000 (disambiguated) entries: 3700 for verbs, 500 for prepositions and adverbs, 800 for adjectives, 80 for determiners, 2000 for nouns, 350 for idioms . The lexical items chosen have been extracted as the most frequent ones from the frequency lists of Julliand 1970 and Catach 1984 , except for idioms where one had to rely on personal intuitions. They have been disambiguated {and separated into different syntactic entries) with standard dictionaries as weII as LADL lexicon-grammar tables (Grass 197 5). The morphological lexicons have been automatically generated, using PC-Kimmo adapted to French. Both lexicons are organised in lexical databases, and the features normalized with tempJates. 2 The morphological lexicon has nothing specific and associates lemmas, inflected forms and relevant morphological features. abanre/2 (psychological meaning, possible sentential subject) abattre V sOVnl #Nl_HUM+, #NO_HUM-Future developments include integrating a more complete full form lexicon ( over 400 000 forms independently developed for our tagger; cf. Abeille et al 1998) into the morphological database, and developing the synt.'lctic lexicon (with shallow parsed corpora and reuse of LADL valence tabJes for French verbs, cf. Namer and Hathout 1998).
The metagrammar
We use an additional layer of linguistic description, called the metagrammar (MG) (Candito 1996, 99) which imposes a general organization and formalizes the well-forrnedness concjitions for elementary tree sketches. lt provides a general overview of the grammar and makes it possible for a tool to automatically generate the desired tree sketches from the combination of smaller descriptions. MG thus represents a TAG as a multiple inheritance network, whose cJasses specify syntactic structures as partial descriptions of trees (Vijay-Shanker & Schabes 92, Rogers & Vijay-Shanker, 94). Partial descriptions of trees are sets of constraints that may leave underspecified the relation existing between two nodes. The relation between two nodes may be further specified by adding constraints in sub-classes of the inheritance network. Inheritance of partial descriptions is monotonic:3 .
. . In order to build pre-Iex1cahzed structures respectmg the Pred1cate Argument Coocurrence Princip!e, and to group togethe~ structures t;elonging to the .sam~ ~ee family .
• M~ make~ use of syntactic functions to express etther monohngual or cross-hngu1st1c general1zations (as m LFG or Relational Grammar). Subcategorization of predicates is expressed as a !ist of syntactic functions, and their possible categories. The initial subcategorization is that of the unmarked case, and is modifiable by redistribution (or transitivity altemations). Structures sharing the same initial subcategorization are grouped in a tree family. For verbal predicates, an elementary tree is partly represented with an ordered list of successive subcategorizations, from the initial one to the final one. E!ementary trees sharing a final subcategorization, may differ in the surface realizatior;i.s of the functions. MG represents this repartition of inforrnation by imposing a three-dimension inheritance network : Dimension 1: initial subcategorization Dimension 2:
redistributions of functions Dimension 3:
surface realizations of syntactic functions. Dimension 1 describes a possible initial subcategorization (and possibly frozen elements). Dimension 2 describes a list of ordered redistributions (including the case of no-redisttibution) which may impose a verbal morphology (eg. the auxiliary for passive). Dimension 3 represents the surface realization of a function (independently of the initial function). The 3 dimension hierarchy is handwritten, the elementary trees are automatically generated with a two-step process. First the compiler automatically creates additional classes of the inheritance network: the "crossing classes". Then each crossing class is translated into one or several tree sketches (the minimal structures satisfying all inherited constraints). During the first step, crossing classes are automatically built as follows (with unification):
-a crossing dass inherits one tenninal dass of dimension 1 -then, the crossing class inherits one terminal class of dimension 2 -then, the crossing class inherits classes of dimension 3, representing the realizations of every function ofthe final subcategorization. The tree sketch of figure l, for example, has been compiled, out of an initial subcategorization with nominal subject and dative object (climension 1), an active canonkal redistribution (dimension 2), a nominal inverted realization for the subject, and a fronted interrogative realization for the dative object (dimension 3). In Figure 3 , the relevant syntactic and semantic units are donner-a (give to) or penser-que (think that).
Elementary trees in FTAG

. The metagrammar for FTAG
The set of !Iee sketches in Fr AG is comprises over 5000 elementary tree sketches (not counting trees for causati ve constructions). Currently, all but 40 of them are compiled from the French metagramrnar. The 40 remaining tree sketches are trees for determiners (plain and complex), nouns used as arguments, coordination conjunctions, clitics and "special" trees for deficient verbs such as raising verbs and auxiliaries. The French MG comprises the description for the tree sketches anchored by fuH verbs, prepositions, adverbs, adjectives, and nouns (when used as modifiers 
Evaluating FTAG
Evaluating a wide coverage grammar is a difficult task, especially in the absence of reference tree banks for French. We performed a quantitative evaluation using the French test suite developed in the TSNLP project (Estival & Lehmann 96) . Further evaluation will be done on newspaper corpora.
Evaluation using TSNLP
We have perfonned an extemal evaluation using the TSNLP multilingual data base, which aims at covering the major syntactic phenomena for each language, using a minimal vocabulary (a few hundred words). We have extracted all the French items of the TSNLP data base, classified by grammatical status {we only took 0 and 1), by length and by phenomenon (according to TSNLP original classification). For all grammatical items, the results with the 1998 version of our grammar are as follows:4 -over 80 % of the gramrnatical parsed, with an averrage of 2.9 parses per sentences -over 82% of the agrammatical sentences have been correctly rejected. There were no unknown words. The main failure cases are the following: -missing lexical coding (transitive verb without object, transitive use of intransitives), -missing elementary tree (causative trees, postverbal clitics with imperatives), -feature unification clash (agreement with politeness forms: vous etes belle, or with coordination : deux bandes bleue et jaW!e), -missing phenornenon (tough construction, gapping".).
Cases of overanalysis either come from a disputable TSNLP coding (for example for sequence of times), or from the incompleteness of our representation (for example for coordination or negation, we overgenerate).
Comparison with other syntactic ressources
The lexicon-grammar developed at LADL for more than 20 years is an unrivaled source of knowledge reusable in the sens that it is not designed for any program and not even depedent on any special fonnalism. However, it cannot be directly used to analyse (or generate} a text since it only lists some basic constructions (with their lexical head). lt does not code the crossing of constructions nor the productive phenomena which are not clearly lexically sensitive (such as causative, quantifier tloating or argument extraction for simple verbs). Thus, even though it is crucial to know that transitive voler (to steal) must be distinguished from intransitive voler (to tly), more general grammatical rules are needed to know that it is the transitive voler which is instanciated in examples (1)- (2) M. Salkoff (1973, 79) string grammar has listed numerous grammatical strings representative of French syntax but has never been associated with a sizable lexicon and cannot be reused independently of the parsing scheme it was made for. The HPSG like grammar develop'ed for French by Namer and Schmidt 93 suffers from the same problems and is totally dependent upon the ALEP developement platfonn.
The GB grammar developed for French at LATL (Wehrli 97), is more modular and associ~ted with a sizable dictionnary. But it is not clearly separated from the program that uses it (extraction or passive phenomena are not handled as gra~atica! d~ta but as ~ypes of actionattachment, trace creation ... -that the program does at a certam stage m the parsmg scheme) and thus cannot be reused as such for other applications.
Ranking parses
Tobe usable in pratice, our grammar must associate one best analysis per grammatical sentence. The output of a TAG parser can be viewed as a derived tree (encoding phrase structure) or as a derivation tree (encoding dependencies). Since it is both more compact and more informative, we choose the derivation tree for parse ranking (contrary to Srinivas & al. 95).
General Disambiguation principles
Qur parse ranker is based on empirical (i.e. corpus-based) and psycholinguistic-based preferences (Kinyon 99). lt only uses lexical and syntactic sources of information (whereas a true disambiguator should also use semantic and discourse information). Since we work on the derivation tree which exhibits the lexicalized trees used for parsing, it is easy to mix lexical and syntactic preferences. Our parse ranker thus uses 3 types of preferences : Iexical preferences (such as valence preference for verbs), grammatical preferences (construction types) and general principles which are structure-based, domain, language and application independant. The lexical preferences code either a category preference or a valence principle. They have tobe computed for each word, but we rely on the general tendency in French to favor grammatica! categories over lexical categories for ambiguous forms (for example weak pronouns (clitics) to s1rong pronouns, or auxiliaries over füll valence verbs). The grammatical preferences code a construction preference, for example active over passive or personal over impersonal. In ll est venu une nuit, the personal interpretation (with i1 as personal subject and une nuit as adjunct) is tobe favored over the impersonal one (with une nuit as deep subject). The general principles assume the existence of a universal preference for economy (e.g. adjunction is more costly than substitution) and therefore favor analysis that needs to perform the fewer operations. Formulating structural preference principles in terms of derivation tree allows to capture widely accepted preferences, which turn out to be difficult to formalize in terms of constituent trees : idioms are prefered over literal interpretations, arguments are prefered over modifiers. These general principles are the following : 1-Prefer the derivation tree with the fewer number of elementary trees (=fewer nodes) 2-Prefer to attach initial trees low 3-Prefer the derivation tree with the fewer number of auxiliary trees Principle 1 favors the idiomatic interpretation of a sentence over its literal interpretation (a), since the diferent idiom chunks belong to the same elementary tree. lt also favors the attachment prepositional phrases as arguments rather than modifiers (b). Principle 2 favors the low attachment of arguments, when several alternative attachments are possible: in (c) the PP de La manifestation is an argument of the N organisateur rather than of the V soup~onne. In (d), the PP a Jean is an argument of dit rather than of parle. Principle 3 favors the derivation tree involving the fewer number of adjunctions (i.e. modifiers): in (e) le matin could be a modifier, but the attachment as an argument is prefered. In case of conflict, the priority is for lexical preferences, then grammatical preferences, then general principles.
5.2. Application to TSNLP . . . . .
The parsed item from TSNLP had an average of 2.9 parses per 1tem. No categonal amb1gu1ty remained. Most feature ambiguities are handled via underspecification (eg "les enfants" feminine ou rnasculine). The remaining (structural) ambiguities are the following (not all of these are spurious): . . . ,. , . . . -modifier adjoined to Sou V after an intrans1ttve verb ~L mge~1eur ~iendra. volontre~s)! , -prepositional phrase analysed as complement or mod1fier (L mgenieur prefere le vm a 1 eau; II passe pour un spec!aliste), · · . -passive with or w1thout agent (the par-PP can be analysed as an agent phrase or as a mod1fier) -several adjunction sites in case of multiple.m~ifiers.
. . . After applying the gen~ral preference prmc1ples, we ar~ left .~1th o~~y 2.17. denvat10ns I sentence (i.e. -24 % ), wh1le the number of sentences for whu:h a correct parse 1s present only rnarginally decreased. After applying the language specific preferences, we are left with 1,5 derivation / sentence (i.e. -47 % in total). It turns out that one of the main sources of spurious ambiguities lies in adverbial attachment. We are exp!oring how to add lexical preferences to deal with this case.
